by Ed. Curr, pp.316-7. Sutton reported (April 1971) that two or three partial speakers were to be found, hence salvage is urgent. Breen recorded a little in 1973.

'man': bandjil (PS)

121.3a* Mayadhagurdi
West of Leichhardt River (GB's informant) - this agrees with C, but not T. or AC

Mayadhurdi (PS, GB), Mitakudi ('RLS' 72), Maithakari (T), Maidhargari (AC), Mayadhurdi (GB, AIAS)

Originally classified as a separate (Mitakudic) Group, but Sutton says it is part of this well defined Mayabic Subgroup. He says it is almost certainly extinct.

'man': nagir (old sources - PS; also recorded by GB)

121.3b* Wunamara
Headquarters of Flinders River, Cloncurry area ('RLS')

Wunamara (SAW, T, O'G, AC, 'RLS'), Winnemarrer (Howitt), Woonamurr (Meggitt), Wunamara (GB, AIAS), Wunumarra (Reclus), Oonamurra (Urquhart), Unamara (Nieuwenhuis)

A vocabulary by MacGillivray in 'AR' not noted in 'RLS'. Sutton agrees with Blake it is probably extinct but Breen obtained a few sentences in 1972 and a few more words with the help of Roth's vocabulary in 1973.

'man': pantjil (early sources)

121.3c* Mayali
Probably the location of Myally Station on Leichhardt River (GB)

A hitherto unrecorded dialect name given to Breen in 1972 by an informant who included it as part of this subgroup. This is not to be confused with the eastern Bidha-Bidha dialect, Mayawarli (Bl)